
oUJEV PO
OUVROIR DE JEUX VIDéO POTENTIELS

ALTERNATIVE VIDEO gAmES 
fOR ThE whOLE fAmILy

EXhIBITION



Started as a video game contest, the OUJEVIPO exhibition 

features videogames for children created in less than a 

month, following a set of constraints in the Oulipian style. 

Following the competition, ten games were selected and 

fitted to outsized, graphical and weird arcade structures.

Every arcade is unique, taylor-made for the game inside. 

Formally, the exhibition recalls wooden construction blocs 

(« bauspiel ») but is also inspired by the Memphis Group 

design and endorses the codes of the 80’s arcades. The 

innovative gameplays extend physically; every arcade is 

played in its own peculiar way : lying on a carpet, packed 

with 15 other players, wearing a swim ring or even stuck 

inside the arcade itself.

Each exhibit offers an individualized and/or shared sen-

sory experience. The exhibition is sometimes puzzling, 

always entertaining. Free from mainstream gaming pre-

requisites, it can also be used as educational material to 

introduce to innovative ways to design, build or play vi-

deo games.

OUJEVIPO is primarily supporting the innovation and 

creativity borne by alternative gaming. The games dis-

played are art- and craftworks, don’t expect any industrial 

product and, please, enjoy! 

INTRODUC TION

INNOVATIVE gAmES fOR ChILDREN

Bombe à rebours, Busy Bee, Clumsea,  Dodge School, Flo-

tate, Loup, Monster Academy, Taikun, The Mammoth et 

Where is cat ?

What these games have in common is to be accessible to 

children from 5/6 years old. During the selection process, 

the international jury (Vanessa Lalo, Virginie Von Lapin, 

Nick Pagee, Pierre Corbinais and le Café des enfants d’Or-

léans) focused on ergonomics and subject relevance for 

this age group, as well as reference to playground favori-

tes. A printout is available with all the necessary referen-

ces to play the games online.



PIERRE CORBINAIS
Oujevipo et Shakethatbutton

Aka Pierrec, Pierre Corbinais lives and works in Marseille. 
In 2010, he created the website “oujevipo.fr” where he 
shares his enthusiasm for free, weird and innovative vi-
deogames. Since 2015, he focuses on interactive installa-
tions, videogame performances and alternative control-
lers with “shakethatbutton.com”. Pierre also produces his 
own games and is involved in European experimental ga-
ming events. He organised the contest, selected the jury 
and helped with the setting up of the exhibition. He also 
acts as keynote speaker and workshop facilitator. 

XAVIER gIRARD
girxavier.wordpress.com

Head of many cultural projects specialised in digital art, 
Xavier Girard assists local communities on digital/artis-
tic topics, coordinates exhibitions and sets up cultural 
events revolving around video games since 2006. He also 
develops several projects mixing digital, graphical and 
performing arts. In Orleans, he presides over a creative 
« recyclerie ». Xavier designed the arcades structures and 
is the project coordinator.

JULIEN fLEUREAU
Julien is a scenic artist for performing arts, notably for the 
CCNO (National Choregraphic Center of Orleans). In his 
workshop in Bou (Loiret), he built the entirity of the exhi-
bition and is technical advisor to the project.

whO ARE wE ?

mORE PIC TURES hERE and ThERE

Kultur’Mix Festival, Dijon
October 31th

http://oujevipo.fr/
http://shakethatbutton.com/
http://girxavier.wordpress.com


AROUND ThE EXhIBITIONTEChNIC AL POINTS

56 m

Arcades :

10 cabinets + 1 signage block + 4 feet/ca-

binet supports. Main material: plywood 

boards and wood + foam and cotton (res-

pectively rated M4 et M1) on 2 cabinets. 

Weight : around 80 Kg each.

Electric power : around 1500W all in all. Audio : 5 arcades 

with headphones, 5 with  speakers. The audio is essential 

to the games.

Average dimensions for each arcade : height 2,10 m / 

depth 1m/ width 0,85 m.

50 m² minimum required for the exhibition. Installation 

time : 4h. Disassembly time: 1h30. Storage : Orléans. Deli-

very with 20 m3 truck the closest to the exhibition space. 

Lighting to foresee accordingly.

Needs :  2 to 3 electrical plugs around the exhibition.

Csetting example at

the Kultur’Mix Festival

in Dijon.

This is a reference

for future exhibitions

Mediation / public reception / guided tour 

by P. Corbinais and/or X. Girard

Talks / panel discussion on  the alternative 

video game scene (ideas, creators, stakes, 

tools...) by P. Corbinais and/or X. Girard + 1 

to several exponents.

Performance / opening, silk screening (t-shirts, posters, 

tattoos...) with Elshopo

Public award/ votes take place during the exhibition

Video game workshops with P. Corbinais: “discover easy 

tools to make your own games”.

PRICINg

EXHIBITION
from 2 days to 1 week 3500 €* 

from 2 week-ends to 3 weeks 4500 €*
including license, scenography according to the place, arcades’ tech-
nical setup (2 persons), follow-up and disassembly, printed informa-
tion (without printing costs).

PUBLIC AWARD
Prize amount is up to the host. Everything is given to the author(s)

MEDIATION / TALKS/ PERFORMANCE / WORKSHOPS
 on a 400€/day basis

Please contact Xavier Girard for estimate requests.

* without transportation costs, 
calculated on a case-by-case basis.

http://www.elshopo.com


CONTAC TS

oUJEV PO
OUVROIR DE JEUX VIDéO POTENTIELS

EXhIBITION

OUJEVIPO EXHIBITION created by Pierre Corbinais et Xavier Gi-

rard / Arcade design : Xavier Girard and Julien Fleureau / Built 

: Julien Fleureau @ Les Mécanos de la Générale workshop with 

Xavier Girard and Pierre Corbinais / Textile manufacturing : la 

Ressource AAA (Lucile Heurtevin, Fédérica, Angélique Doine, 

Kay-Joua et Cécile).  Thanks to  jury,  à Julien Hanriot-Colin, Yas-

sine and the city of Dijon.

Xavier GIRARD / GRAPHISCOP 
[SIRET : 48956073000025]

4, place Halmagrand 45000 Orléans

Tel : +33 (0) 6 20 79 28 89 / girxavier@yahoo.fr
girxavier.wordpress.com

Pierre CORBINAIS / OUJEVIPO
Tel : +33 (0) 6 61 49 75 22 

pcorbinais@gmail.com
Oujevipo et Shakethatbutton

 

http://girxavier.wordpress.com
http://oujevipo.fr/
http://shakethatbutton.com/

